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LISBON SERVICED APARTMENTS JOINS ASAP 

 

Lisbon is Europe’s fourth fastest growing international tourist market by growth in overnight visitors  

With a privileged geographical location and favorable weather conditions (more than 300 sunny days a 

year), low crime levels and an unlikely target for terrorism, Portugal has an old and rich cultural heritage, 

850 km of splendid beaches, great gastronomy and friendly people. The country is consistently being 

recognized as an unbeatable touristic destination.   

Lisbon is benefiting from a vibrant renovations mood in a strong cosmopolitan trend. The city is 

Portugal’s largest tourist market, accounting for 30% of all country´s overnight visitors and is Europe’s 

fourth fastest growing international tourist market by growth in overnight visitors. 

Lisbon Serviced Apartments is the largest operator of short-term stay apartments in Lisbon 

Lisbon Serviced Apartments is the largest operator of short-term stay apartments in Lisbon. 

Launched in 2009, with then one building, it has been expanding in an accelerated but sustainable way 

offering now 137 apartments in the center of Lisbon. 3 new projects will be launched in 2017, adding 

67 new apartments to the offer. Additional 106 apartments in different stages of development will be 

launch till the end of 2018 to reach 300 in 16 buildings accomplishing the 2016-18 ongoing expansion 

plan. 

All Lisbon serviced apartments are fully equipped and a set of convenience services are provided, 

including daily cleaning services, free Wi-Fi and parking. 

Since the company does not own any of the buildings all its attention is focused on the management of 

third parties’ buildings with long term rent contracts, which gives investors and partners an added 

guarantee of professionalism and independence, as stated by the  portfolio of large institutional 

investors as well as small investors. The total value of the real estate under management should reach, 

on 2018, 96 million euros. 

About ASAP 

Lisbon Serviced Apartments is the first Portuguese Serviced Apartments player to join ASAP – 

Association of Serviced Apartments Providers. ASAP is the recognised trade body for owners, operators 

and agents of serviced apartments. The association currently represents 186 members in 131 cities in 

15 countries.  ASAP members collectively operate well over 100,000 apartments and offer 3 million bed 

nights per year.  As well as the serviced apartment operators ASAP also represents 15 serviced 

apartment booking agent members.  

 
 

http://theasap.org.uk/memberships/operator-members/
http://theasap.org.uk/memberships/agent-members/

